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Algebraic monoids appear naturally in several guises. In [I+ 141 they 
appear as geometric manifestations of reductive groups. t is clear that they 
also occur as an important special case in the compacti cation problem of 
spherical homogeneous spaces [l 1. 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the lattice of &-classes of 
a regular algebraic monoid in case there is but one non-zero rn~~~rn~~ 
&-class. We also establish general structure t eorems for the set of 
idempotents of a regular algebraic monoid, which reduces many structural 
questions to that of determining the finite lattice 2! = G\M/G of $-classes. 
It becomes clear that 42 is an important semigroup theoretic link 
ucible representations of G and the Tits ~~ildi~~ A, of 6. 
et A4 be a reductive algebraic monoid with 0 and unit group G. Let 
E(M)= (eeMle2=e) 
E, = ((P, Q) I P and Q are opposite parabolic subgroups of G] 
%2 = e(M) = {JIJG M is a jj-class) 
42(G) = {[P, Q] I (P, Q) E E, where [P, Q] = [I”, 
gEG such that P’=gPg-’ and Q’=g 
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Define A: 42 -+ %(G) via 
4J,) = CC;,(e), C’,(e)]. 
THEOREM 1. Let E(@,A.j= ((J, (P, Q))EJZXE,I~(J)= [P, Q]>. Both 
E(M) and E(J&!, 2) have canonicall~~ defined quasi-orderings <I and 6,. 
Define 
9: E(M) + E(@, 1) 
6~ He) = (J,, (G(e), C’,(f))). Then ti 1s a well defined isomorphism of
biordered sets. 
Assume now that M is f-irreducible, that is, that M has exactly one 
non-zero minimal 2-class. Recall [ 111, that a cross-section lattice A c M is 
a subsemilattice such that 
(i) 1 /i n JI = 1 for all f-classes J of M. 
(ii) e >Sin /i if and only if J, >JY in the y-order of M. It turns out 
that also, 
(iii) Any A is contained in E(T) for some unique maximal torus T 
of G. 
(iv) Given LI and T, /1= {e E E(T) 1 ge = ege for all g E B} for some 
unique Bore1 subgroup B containing T. 
The next result gives a complete description of the f-lattice of M. 
THEOREM 2. Let M be y-irreducible with cross-section lattice A and 
T = C,(A), B = CL(A). Let A c X( T) be the set of simple roots of T rel B. 
Define 
q(e)= {txEAIo,e=ea,#e}. 
Then 
(i) cp is injective and order preserving, 
(ii) SE 9(A) is in the image ef q if and only if no connected 
component of S (in the Coxeter graph of A) lies entirely in 
J, = { c1 EA ) gore0 = e,a,} where e, E A\,{O) is the minimal element. 
COROLLARY. Let p: G -+ GI( V) be an irreducible representation of the 
semisimple group G, and let P E G be a parabolic subgroup with unipotent 
radical U. Then VU is an irreducible P-module. 
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Remark. This result is originally due to S. Smith [IT]. Since then. 
other proofs have been given [I?]. Our most general statement pertalns toa 
larger class of modules. See 5.3. 
Let k be an algebraically c osed field. An aigebuaic mo~oid M is an afiine, 
algebraic variety together with an associative morphism WI: M x M -+ 3f 
and a two-sided unit 1 E M for ~1. 
G = ix E Ml sp ’ E M] is an affine open aigebraic subgroup of M and 
there xists a morphism 21: M + k such that x -‘(k*) = G 16, Theorem I.? I. 
E(M)= {eeMle’=e ) is the set of idemDcte?lts of M. A D-monoid Z 
is an irreducible algebraic monoid such that G 2 k* x .. x k”. The 
normal D-monoids are precisely the afine torus embeddings [;S3 il, 
X(Z) = {x E Mom(Z, k) 1 x( I i = 1) is the set of c!xxncr~rs of Z. Z is dete:- 
mined to within an isomorphism by X(Z), and k[Z]. the coordinare 
algebra of Z, is the monoid algebra of X(Z) over k. If M is an algebrai;: 
monoid. a maximal Lhsuhmonoid Z SE h4 is a D-monoid contained properly 
In no other. Equivalently, Z= Twhere TL M is a maxima! torus of G. This 
makes it clear that all maximal Dsubmonoids are conjugate [3]. 
A monoid is regular if for each x E M there exists gE G and e E E6 M; 
such that ge=.v. This is not the usual definition but is equivalent toit for 
irreducible a gebraic monoids [9, Theorem 13j. An irre ucible monoid M 
is r.ec(llc:it.e if G(M) is a reductive group. From the r-e Its of [I2 157 it 
follows any reductive monoid is regular. A parabolic subgro:q B of G 
such that G,iP is projective. Two parabohcs P and Q are 
is reductive. Itfollows from [itI] that for any eEE(Mj. 
CL(e)= {gcG!ge=ege) and CL(e) = { g E G I eg = ege > are opposite 
parabohcs (assuming A4 is reductive). 
3. THE SYSTEM OF ~DEMPOTENTS 
Let M be a regular irreducible monoid: and let ~1 c E(M) be a srcss- 
section lattice. So 
ii) M= GAG, 
(ii) p>,fif and only if z?Gs(=J, 
Thus, A E M is a subsemilattice thatreflects precisely the 
of M. Further, [ll] any two A are conjugate. 
Since we are mainly interested in determining the structure ofA we shall 
assume that M is reductive. Our results can then be extended with si 
modifications to the regular case. 
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3.1. DEFINITION. Let h/l be reductive with E = E(M). 
(i) ed,fiffe=e. 
(ii) e <[fif ef= e. 
(iii) ebfif ef =fe=e. 
(E, <,-, <,) is called the biordered set of M. It turns out that (E, <,, </) is 
a regular biordered set in the sense of Nambooripad [S]. Further 
d I = A? 5 d and d, = 2 n < . We have not included the complete definition 
of a biordered set since it is not needed in this paper. It turns out that the 
biordered set E(M) is completely determined by 6, and dr. 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let G be reductive and let E, = ( (P, P’) ) P and P’ are 
opposite parabolics of G1. 
ii) (P,P’)<,(Q,Q’) if QEP. 
(ii) (P, P’)<,(Q,Q’) if Q’zP’. 
Let J&(G)=E,/- where (P,, Pz) - (Q,, Q2) if there exists g E G such that 
gp,g-’ = Qj for i= 1, 2. 
3.3. DEFINITION. For M as in 3.1, let % = S!(M) be the lattice of 
y-classes. Define 
I: 42 4?(G) by 
4J,) = CC’,(e), C&e)1 
A is well defined since by [9], J, = J,,. implies e = gfg- ‘, for some g E G, and 
by [lo], C&(e) and CL(j) are opposite parabolics. Let E(42. A) = 
{(J, (P, Q))E:%xEEc;jA(J)= [P, (21). Define on E(%,L), 
iJ,, f’, P’) B(J2, Q, Q’, if J, =J2 and P=Q 
(J,. P, P’) Y(J,, Q, Q’) if J, =J, and p’ = Q’ 
(J,, P, P’) G Vz, Q, Q’, if J,dJ2 
and there exists B, B ~, opposite Bore1 subgroups such that B E P n Q and 
B- ~P’np’. 
Finally, define 
3.4. LEMMA. Let M be as above and let e, f s E(M), e$FJ Then 
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ii ) e&f if md o+ if C;(e) = Cr,(f‘j, 
(ii) eTf $and OH/V iJ’ C’&(e) = C;(f). 
ProojT We prove (i). Assume eJ?$ Then by [9]: -f=- eg for some g E G 
and so $e = e. If x E C;(e) then xe = ese and so .$ = .ue~g = e.zg =,,?e.reg. 
Hecce, .fxf= xff; and so CL(e) G C;;(f). By symmetry, C&(f) E C;(e). 
Conversely, assume eff and C&(e) = C;(f) = P, Now C,(e) aild C,( j : 
are both Levi factors of P and so there exists UE R,,(P) such thz: 
up’C,(f’) u= C,(e). Further, u-‘.f= f since C&(f) -+ fLu-“-” x.-y” is 3 
dominant morphism of monoids with fiVf reductive. Thus, u ~ $1 =-:‘u.&r: 
so without !oss of generality C,(e) = CG(/j. ut e,j’fzZ(CJ~))~ 191. So 
r,f‘=,G and P: J‘E E( T) for any maximal torus of C,(e). So let 2-s C,Pr: 
be a maximal torus with e. J‘E Z if B2 T is a ore1 subgroup, 1st 
.?tLZ)=:,e~E(T)/gt~=egeforallg~B).Notethatr~ 38) iiTBsc9t;) 8 
B E C;,ifj ifffE A(B). But e2.J So by [9] there xists \t’ E NJ T) suci;. thai 
e “’ = $ On the other hand eElI andf’E .4(B,) r some B, and B, [ii ;~ 
Thus, e=fsince IA( C!&e)( = ! for u/i B. 
ProqjY Since in both cases: 6, and 6, can be defined, inthe same way, 
in terms of 6 and 2’ and Y (see above), we must show 
We note here that (iii) follows directly from 3.4. So we prove (ii and (ii). 
Let (J. P. P-‘)sE(B, 2). Then there exists egE(J) such that P= CL(r). 
‘Then by [IO] CL(e) is opposite to P. So by [3Ip, there exists g E P sue 
Ihat g-‘CL(rl g= P--. Thus, (J, P, P-)=$(g~g~~~) and so $ is surjectiv;. 
Now by 3.4, $(e) = $(.f’) iff &fand elqfiff e=/I So $ is bijeceive. 
Now assume e 2fI Then J, 3 Jp Let P = C;,(e. f) and P-- = C&(r. J‘)~ 
Then P and Pp are opposite by [ 10, Theorem 41. So (P, Pd j 2 
(C&(P), Ci,(r)), {C:,(f), CL(S)) in E,. Thus by definition, $(r) > $(f). Con- 
versely, if$Ce 12 $(,f), then J, 2 Jl and there exists B, I opposite ORi 
subgroups. such that B E p,(e) n C&(.f’) and BP G C&(e) n C’,( f). But by 
rl I], there xists a cross-section lattice A E M such that B = C’,(,l ) and i 
BP = C;(A). Let T=BnB-. Then there exists .u~C;,(e), J’EC;;(SJ such 
that xe.c ~’ = e, E E( T) and ~lfI\,-’ =fiE E( T). So eS?e! and ,G%!J; and by 3.4, 
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C,(e)=C,(ei) and C,(.f)=C’,(fi). By [ll, 131 e,,f,E/i (since, given T, 
n and B determine each other). Thus e, = 11 n .I, and fl = A nJf. But 
J,, 2 J,, . Thus e, > f, . So f <, e. Similarly, f 6, e. Thus f < e. 
4. %-IRREDUCIBLE MONOIDS 
Let M be reductive with cross-section lattice 11 c M. Let 
ni = {e E n 1 rank(e) = i}. Here, rank(e) = dim(eT), where T is any maximal 
torus of G with e E T 
4.1. DEFINITION. (a) A reductive monoid A4 is &-irreducible if 
In,] = 1, equivalently, if all minimal non-zero idempotents are conjugate. 
or if there is a unique non-zero minimal J-class. 
(b) M if jQirreducible if l/1,1 = 1. 
(c) M if $,-irreducible f )A,) = 1. 
(d) 211 is %-simple if the unit group of eikfe is nearly simple for all 
eEA. 
Remarks. (a) An algebraic group G is near111 simple if dim ZG G 1 and 
GjZG is simple. 
(b) If M is f-irreducible then so is eh4e for any e E E(M) [S]. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. M is 2-irreducible if and only if there xists a rational 
representation p: M --) M,,(k) such that 
(a) p is a finite morphism, 
(b) k” is an irreducible module for M. 
In particular, G(M) is nearly semisimple (dim Z(G( M)) d 1). 
Proqf: See [16, Lemma 8.3.2 and Corollary 8.3.31. 
4.3. FROPO~ITION. Suppose M is f-irreducible. L te, f E E(M). Then 
C&(e) = Cr,( f) if and only if eS?f Similarly for CL and 2. 
Proof If e2f then C,(e) = c',(f) by the first part of the proof of 3.4. 
Conversely, assume C&(e) = c',(f). Let TG c,(e) be a maximal torus such 
that e E ?=. There exists x E c',(f) such that f' = xfx -I E T. Then fS?f' and 
hence C;,( f ‘) = c',(f ). Let J, s M be the unique O-minimal z-class, and let 
x= fh ct J,, n E(T) 1 h d 21. = pll, . . . h, j. WOW E(T) is rdati~dy COG- 
plemented and f 17 E( T) = {c E E(T)\ {O 1) g is minimal j by our assumptkm. 
Thus ~‘h, v .” v Iz,. Let h E X. By [I 11, there exists a cross-section 
lattice /I c M such that e. h E -4. So B = C&in) c C;,(e) = C;,(f). E&z 
H c C’,(j“) and .f’ E T together imply that S’ E a,3 = ll(L?). Now J,-, 3 J,, so 
,F > jr. But jr E X was arbitrary. So f’ 3 ir, v . . v iak = P. Stmiiarly. t-’ 2.i ’ 
Thus. e = .f’.&y 
Fcr the remainder of this section we asstame that M is a (reductive) 
$-irreducible algebraic monoid with 0. The ensuing barrage of 
technicahcies is needed. 
Let ,4 G M be a cross-section lattice. 
PvooJ Such an idempotent exists, since ‘4 1, ;o;. is mu~t~p~icat~vg~~ 
closed. Call it & and assume J’< e. Then e E 2~1.P, so CZP = jk -C e. Consider 
rPe = d,(e) e = eMe. Then eMe is ~-irreducible [S] ~wiih Weyl group 
W=2W,=eC w(r). But R,‘,c C,(e) and by 1714-j nP= /iFi’, iL4 nE(T)“‘?B. 
Thus, .JE eMe is central which is absurd under our consrraint. 
Pwoi$ Suppose .f eA u”l”‘,l, O#f<e. Then if r~J(e), ~,f=~~<f= 
$=S=fe =fLpcl =j&,. SofG,l '~~~*~i~~lcl. Thus, ,{ "'llel=,,2 :~'ilew/!., = .$ !"'P, p as 
in 4.4 [13]. Thus, we have contradicted 4.4. 
Ptoqf: Assume p E /I”‘] is minimal. Consider eMe, which is 
#-irreducible. Thus We,Ue 2 W,,,,. Suppose J, = dn i(e) 5j Z(e), Now 
A rvJn efl = eIleuJ. But eCI;,Z WV.,, S U’,,w, 2 W,,e,. Thus by 
to EMU, there exists 0 #f < 2, fE e such that 3-e eArwJ. 
The converse follows from 4.5. 
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4.7. COROLLARY. The follo\zing are equivalent for P, a parabolic 
subgroup containing B = (g 1 ge = ege for all eE A}, 
(a) C,(e) e = C,(e) e, 
(b) e G A wp is the unique minimal, # 0 element. 
ProoJ: e satisfies (b) if and only if Z(e) E J where P = P,. Conversely, e
satisfies (a) iff U, G P for all a E Z(e) iff aG E P for all a E Z(e) iff Z(e) E J. 1 
4.8. COROLLARE'. Let e E AJvp be minimal. Then R,(P) e = (e j. 
Proof. C,(e) e c eMe is reductive and by [9] and 4.7(a), P --t eMe, 
g++ ge, is dominant. 1 
4.9. LEMMA. Let 0 # f E A and denote W,.= W,(-,.,. Then f = e, v ~. v e, 
where {eo> =A1 and {e;li= 1, . . . s) = CIWY(eo). 
ProoJ: fhff is $-irreducible. Thus, CZLY/eo) = {e E E( T’) 1 rank e = 1 and 
e <f }. But (e E E( Tj 1 e 6 f) is relatively complemented. 1 
4.10. LEMMA. Let 0 #f E A. Suppose 
(a) BEJ~= ‘,BEAl opeo = e,ap = e,} where /i I = (e,], 
(b) cpc, = osuB for all aE Z(f). 
Then p E J( f ). 
Proof. Let w E W,-. Then oae; = ap\~e,~~~ ’= ~~ageo~~-’ = \c,eoogr~~-~r = 
*II’ Aoas. The second equality follows from (b) and the third from (a), But 
int(oD): E(T) --f E(T) preserves the lattice structure. Thus o#/,~~ e) = 
(VeEse)op where S= (e;‘/r\:E Wr). 4 
Now from 4.9, VeE,e =J So, opf = fa,. Further, o&= &,=A since 
(g E E(T) ) crp g = gcr8} is a sublattice of E(T). 
4.11. COROLLARY. J(f)= (~~EJo\,Z(f)Ia,o13=crS~, for all BEI(~ 
4.12. COROLLARY. I: A -+ Y(d), e H Z(e), is an order-presetwing injec- 
tion. 
Proof. By 4.3, ZuJ: A + P(d), e++ Z(e)uJ(e), is injective, since 
C&(e) = P1,,J. But from 4.11, J(e) is determined by Z(e). So eH Z(e) is 
injective. It is order-preserving since > .f impiies ,oMe 2 ,O@ and 50 I[: j 
can be identified with a subset of the sirnpie roots of I(e). That is. 
I( r’) E lie ). 
ProqT Let T= Ku (Xl. ..) x,). By 4.13. K, =Ku {z:j =Z(fi) for sonle 
unique .f, BP, since by 4.11, G,,P fee,,. Lit if Kf occurs as I{. 
someJ;, then so does K,, , =K,v {xi+ 1>: ain by 4.13 and 4.Ii. 
(a) C,,(ei e= C,(e) e. 
(b) Z(ej=K. 
Proqj: For lb), apply 4.14 to each Ki. For (a), write S=Ku,Y, 
K=M(e). Then JcJ(e)= $EJ~/~~cT~ = G,c.FD for ali C-J E Kj. so apply 4.6 
and 4.7. 
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4.16. MAIN THEOREM. (a) Th f 11 e o owing are equivalent for SG A. 
(i) S=Z(e)for so172e eEn. 
(ii) No connecteh component of S lies entirely in J, = {a E A 1 o,eO = 
e,o, ), where e, E A ‘\., {O} is the minimal element. 
(b) IJ’SEA ler I(S)=S’~U...,,,,..,,,C,,,. 
Then .4 ct.s and A”‘llsf have the some minimal non-zero element. 
Proof. (a) and (b) both follow from 4.13 and 4.15 since K = Z(S). 1 
Remarks. (a) It follows from 4.13 that M is $Qirreducible if and only 
if J,=A\,,[a} for some MEA. (See Fig . 2.) Note that M is f,-irreducible if 
and only if c1 corresponds to an end node. 
(b) One can use 4.16 to characterize other classes of %-irreducible 
monoids. For example. M is y-simple if and only if A is connected and 
either M is fz-irreducible or A\J,= {CX, p} with (T,u~#cJ~(T,. his result 
may be of interest inthe study of conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements. 
5. RELATIONSHIP WITH IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
Recall from 4.2 that M is gl-irreducible if and only if there exists 
an irreducible rational representation p: M-t End,( Vj of A4 which is 
idempotent separating. So /l(M) rP /i(p(M)). The purpose of this ection 
is to clarify the relationship of /1 to the representation p, and to give an 
alternate proof of a result of S. Smith [ 171. (see 5.4.) 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let e E E(M). Then T = p j EMr : eMe --+ End,(e( V)) is 
irreducible. 
Proof: We show that if v E e(V), u # 0, then Span((eMe)(u)) = e( F’). 
Let IV E e( Vj. Then IV= C ainziv for some C~;E k and rniE M. Thus 
u‘= ew = e x ctimiv = C uiemi(ev) =x a,(em,e) v. 1 
5.2. LEMMA. Let p: G + GI( V) be a rational representation f G, G 
reductive. Let BE G be a Bore1 subgroup, and assume that dim( VBtl) = 1. Let 
PC G be parabolic, and consider the P-module W = VRutP). Then W is 
indecomposable. In&fact, WBU’RU(P’ is one-dimensional. 
Proo$ Assume BE P. Now B’ = B/R,(P) E P/R,(P) is a Bore1 sub- 
group by [3, Corollary 21.3C]. Thus W”; = ( VRb(P))Bu. R (P) = VBb. Thus, 
dim 1,1’3:. = 1 Hence, W is indecomposable, since for any P,!&(P)-module 
2’. dim X3- < the number of simple summands in the socie of A’. 
Pro:?fI It foilows easily from the simple sock condition that M 1s 
$-irreducible (see 8.32 of [16]). Thus, e( V)c 6’R*f”J since by 4.8, 
R,(P)e= {ej. Further. by the same result, e( V) and I’R:c(P! are bo:k; 
C,(r)-modules. Now by [S], CE C,(e) and it is central there, Thus. 
(‘I i.%‘Pi d ,f.4~ PI , 
15 a C,(r)-module homomcrphikn. So K= Keriej is a 
C,( e)-module and 
ut this is not possible by 5.2 unless K= (0). 
Pm$ Ler M= p(G). ZGI( Y) E End( Y). It follows easily that J:r is 
/-irreducible. We must show that for ail P there exists CE EiM) such 
illat jy-m PI = e( P’). Then we can apply 5,l and 5.2. 
y 4.7 there exists e= eP E A such that eCp(ej = L’,(e) and P s c;jr). 
here follows from 5.3. But, by 4.8, R,,(P)e = {e j. Thus, :( V,I g VxlJSri. 
6. FIGURES 
En this section we illustrate he consequences of 4.16 by Ming the Hasse 
diagrams of A ;,,, (0 > for three classes of monoids. ecali tht each diagram 
srmultaneously represents 
(a) the lattice of f-classes of a #-irreducible monoid 
(b) the lattice of subspaces ( P’Rzl’Pi/ PZ Bi of an irreducible 
representation p:G -+ Gi’( t’), and 
(c) the lattice of orbits (GxG j x E Mi-~ 
For convenience, we define each class in severai ways. Note that each 
diagram is labelled with A ?,,JO rather than Jo. Note aiso that in most cases 
si is a distributive lattice. This appears to be reiated to he connerredness 
of L2 1, Jo. 
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Frc;. I. The adjoint representations of simple algebraic groups. Here the lattice also 
represents the lattice of centers of unipotent radicals of standard parabolics. 
FIG. 2. Representations with fundamental high weight. Far each simple group G there are 
rank (GJ such possibilities. Recall that these correspond t3 the ,a;_-irreducitle mono:ds. 
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5,b 
D - . . . 
n 
1 2 
. . . 
1,2 7 7 -,J 
5,b 
FIG. 3. Representations with high weight of the form I.=&, +bl,, with I, and AZ 
fundamental and o,,o,, # 0,,6,,. These correspond to the %-irreducible monoids for which 
the X-class of every idempoient is nearly simple. 
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